
01/09/13 Special Meeting Minutes 

BOARD OF RETIREMENT 
FRESNO COUNTY EMPLOYEES’ RETIREMENT ASSOCIATION 

 
January 9, 2013 

 
Trustees Present: 
 
 Marion Austin  Laura P. Basua  Alan Cade, Jr. 
 Judith G. Case  Dr. Rod Coburn, III  Vicki Crow 
 Eulalio Gomez  Steven Jolly   John Souza 
 
Others Present: 
 
 Regina Wheeler, Alternate Trustee 
 Paul Angelo, Segal Company 
 Andy Yeung, Segal Company 
 DeAnn VonBerg, FC Personnel 
 Art Wille, Deputy County Counsel 
 Phillip Kapler, Retirement Administrator 
 Kelly Prinz, Retirement Benefits Manager 
 Elizabeth Avalos, Administrative Secretary 
 
1. Call to Order 

 
Chair Gomez called the meeting to order at 8:35 AM. 
 

2. Pledge of Allegiance  
 

Recited. 
 
3. Public Presentations 
 

None. 
 
4. Discussion and appropriate action on implementation of the Public Employees Pension 

Reform Act (PEPRA) and AB 197, both of which went into effect on January 1, 2013.  
Discussion and appropriate action may include, among other things:  the definition of 
“pensionable compensation” for new members under the PEPRA; the new definition of 
“compensation earnable” in the County Employees’ Retirement Law under AB 197; the 
definition of a “new member” under the PEPRA; establishing anti-spiking board 
procedures required under the PEPRA; whether the social security reductions apply to 
the new PEPRA benefit formulas; whether to adopt flat, non-aged based member 
contribution rates for new members subject to the PEPRA; and whether the County may 
add an additional $3 per month per year of service benefit on top of a PEPRA safety 
formula  

 
Chair Gomez requested that the “pensionable compensation” portion of Item 4 be tabled, 
noting that the agenda material had not yet been reviewed by Counsel. 
 
Trustee Case suggested forming a sub-committee consisting of two Trustees and the 
Administrator to work with the County to address the pensionable compensation issue. 
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A motion was made by Chair Gomez, seconded by Trustee Crow, to table the 
“pensionable compensation” issue and to form a sub-committee consisting of Trustees 
Gomez and Basua and Phillip Kapler, Retirement Administrator, to work with County 
representatives and to return to the Board at the February 6, 2013 with their findings for 
further discussion and consideration. In addition, the Board directed Administration to 
consult with Counsel prior to submitting their findings to the Board. VOTE: Unanimous 
 

TABLED 
 

Due to timing issues, the Board heard Items 5 and 6 at this time.   
 

5. Brief overview on Portfolio Monitoring Services presented by Phillip Kapler, Retirement 
Administration  

 

Phillip Kapler, Retirement Administrator, gave a brief overview on portfolio monitoring services, 
noting that attorneys monitor the portfolio by access to bank custody accounts granted by the 
fund. The attorney firm only has information on separately managed account holdings. Index or 
commingled assets are not held in the fund’s name. A general questions and answers period 
ensued. 
 

RECEIVED AND FILED 
 

6. Discussion and appropriate action on Retainer Agreements with Hagens Berman Sobol 
Shapiro LLP and/or Abraham Fruchter & Twersky LLP for Portfolio Monitoring services  

 

Because the retainer agreements had not been reviewed by Counsel, Chair Gomez 
recommended tabling the item until the agreements are reviewed by Counsel. The Board 
agreed. 
 

A motion was made by Chair Gomez, seconded by Trustee Coburn, to table Item 6 as 
recommended and to return to the January 16, 2013 Regular meeting for discussion and 
consideration. VOTE: Unanimous 
 

TABLED 
 

The Board recessed from 9:16 AM – 9:33 AM. 
 

Item 4 Continued ~ Non-aged based member contribution rates for new members 
subject to the PEPRA  

 

 Paul Angelo, Segal Company, opened discussions with a brief summary of Section 7522.30 of 
CalPEPRA which requires new members to contribute at least 50% of the normal cost rate or, 
if greater, the current contribution rate for similarly situated employees. Mr. Angelo noted that 
this is in contrast to entry age based rate methodology currently used to set member 
contribution rates.  

 

 For the 50% of normal cost member contribution rate calculation under the CalPEPRA 
formulas, Segal recommends performing this calculation separately for each of FCERA’s 
General and Safety tiers.  In addition, Segal believes it would be reasonable and preferable to 
develop a single member rate for each tier (instead of entry age based rates). 
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 Mr. Angelo noted that the use of entry age based rates was intended to reflect the fact that, per 

year of service, entry age normal costs are higher for members hired at later ages. The use of 
a flat member rate will result in new members that enter at older ages being pooled with new 
members that enter at lower ages (pooling). This means that the older hires will pay relatively 
less and the younger hires relatively more, at least as compared to the current practice of 
using entry-age based rates.  It was noted that pooling of member costs across different entry 
ages is consistent with demographic pooling of costs that occurs in any defined benefit plan. 

 
 Mr. Angelo noted that age-based rates are not a feature of defined benefit plans anywhere by 

among county systems in California, and appear to be an artifact from times when insurance 
actuaries, who were more familiar with single annuity contracts, first developed the contribution 
scales. Further, there are often dimensions of cost differences, such as gender, marital status, 
health and lifestyle, that affect benefit costs, but for which we simply risk pool in the defined 
benefit model.  

 
 Furthermore, Segal believes that using the single 50% of normal cost based member 

contribution rate for each CalPEPRA tier will provide more clarity as to how the members rates 
and the employer rates are each determined to be equal to 50% of the single total normal cost 
rate that is determined for each tier. 

 
Segal’s recommendation for using a flat non-entry age based member contribution rate would 
appear to be consistent with the “similarly situated” requirement in that a single flat member 
contribution rate would be applied regardless of entry age, which avoids charging different 
entry age based rates for what might be considered similarly situated employees. A detailed 
questions and answers period ensued. 

 
 A motion was made by Trustee Jolly, seconded by Chair Gomez, to adopt the flat non-

entry age based member contribution rate. VOTE: Unanimous 
 
7. Adjourn 
 

There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at 10:08 AM. 
 
 
 
Phillip Kapler 
Secretary to the Board 


